Shop Environmental and Safety Quiz #2

Hazard Communications
1.) OSHA’s Hazard Communication Standard requires employees to be trained on: a) hazardous materials they use; b) how
to find information on those materials; c) how to protect themselves; d) how to handle hazardous material; e) emergency
response; f) all of the above. _______
2.) You are required to have a Safety Data Sheet (SDSs) on every “covered” product and may not use the product until you
have the information at your facility and the user is trained in its use. T or F
3.) Materials purchased in small quantities and used in a fashion as one may use them at home, e.g., toilet bowl cleaner
and office-cleaning products, do not require a Material Safety Data Sheet. T or F
4.) A material is not considered hazardous unless it is a combustible or flammable. T or F
5.) A chemical or product transferred to a smaller container that will be used up by the end of the shift does not need to be
labeled. T or F
6.) Written Hazard Communication Program must include: a) the hazard classification of all hazardous materials used in
the workplace; b) name and position of person responsible for implementing the program; c) employee exposure and
health records for 10 years; d) provisions for employee training; e) all of the above. (circle the correct answers)
7.) Circle which of the following is not an acceptable practice for avoiding automotive and diesel exhaust: a) attaching a
flexible hose to the exhaust and venting it outside; b) opening doors for cross ventilation, c) relying on wall-mounted fans;
d) running engines only when necessary.
8.) Metal and plastic body parts may be covered by HCS, if used in a way that could cause exposures such as sanding,
welding, grinding and cutting. T or F
9.) A technician must understand how to use person protective equipment (PPE) if necessary when handling hazardous
materials. T or F
10.) Safety data sheets are required for hazardous wastes and byproducts. T or F
11.) The purpose of the HCS is to minimize short term and long term injuries and illnesses from employee exposures to
hazardous materials. T or F
12.) Which of the following is not an acceptable practice for avoiding automotive and diesel exhaust: a) attaching a flexible
hose to the exhaust and venting it outside; b) opening doors for cross ventilation; c) relying on wall-mounted fans; d)
running engines only when necessary. Circle answer(s).
13.) Which of the following materials are not covered under HCS: a) diesel fuel; b) paints: c) battery acid; d) toilet bowl
cleaner? Circle answer(s)
14.) Which of the following materials are not covered under HCS?: a) solvents; b) batteries; c) compressed gases; d) oily rags
15.) Many of the hazardous materials used in the shop such as welding fumes, chemical strippers and gasoline fumes can
cause liver, kidney and neurological damage over the long term. T or F
My supervisor has provided:
O Live or video training
O On-floor demonstrations
O Explained SDSs and Labeling

Print Name

O Answers to my questions
O Other written or online materials
O Other type of training:
Describe: __________________________________________
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